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BodyKnowledgeand the EngineeringWorldview

Simon Penny
artists engage electronic and particularly
digital tools, a negotiation occurs between
methodologiesof traditionalart practice and the
value system inherentin the tools themselves. This negotia3 tion is implicit and rarely discussed. The nature of artistic
practice, the artistic product, and the consumption of the
workare thereby changed and at variancewith conventions
understoodto operate in preelectronicartwork.The goal of
this essay is to make explicit some of the characteristicsof
the value system that structures these new tools and thus
the nature of the negotiation that is taking place, on the
level of both individual practice and historical trend. The
virtualizationof artistic practice by the use of simulatory
tools implies the eradicationof kinesthetic or somatosensory awarenesses and skills. I will argue that a holistic relation to the self (mind/body)is central to traditionalartistic
practice, but that the philosophical traditionaroundwhich
the computeris built inherentlyaffirmsthe Cartesianduality. Contraryto the popular rhetorics of "convergence,"a
dramatic philosophical collision is occurring because the
goals and methods of the discipline of engineering are at
odds with traditionalartistic methodologies.
Because electronic media art practice is interdisciplinary,so must this essay be. To construct my argumentI
must touch on issues in diverse fields, fromthe histories of
engineering, computer science, artificial intelligence, and
robotics to cognitive science and neurophysiology. I do,
however,ultimately draw this material back into a discussion of artistic practice in electronic and digital contexts.
Few artists, and fewer art departments and academies, can have escaped the imperative to reconcile their
practice with "the digital." This imperative takes numerous forms, and the responses also run the gamutfrom NeoLudditism to rabid enthusiasm (though each of these
extremes is problematic). Institutions face curricular and
financial pressures unlike any previously encountered.
Teachers face thorny pedagogical issues, and artists must
locate their practice within a new technological, and
When
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increasingly within a new cultural, context.1This imperative is a product of several forces that combine to create
the "digital revolution."Digital technology changes at an
alarmingrate, forcing continuous financial investment and
continuous relearningof skills. The rapid changes in digital technology are due not necessarily to user demand, but
to the business strategyof built-in obsolescence: this year's
model must be superseded for the company that produces
it to stay in business. Beyond and below these marketing
issues lies a philosophical problematic: the computer, as
the (quintessential) product of the discipline of engineering, is premised on certain ways of thinking about the
world, which, I will argue, are incompatiblewith the traditions of the fine arts.
StudioPracticeand the Electronic
For a time it was fashionable to preface theoreticalwritings
with a personal anecdote. I offerthis storyto help anchorin
daily practice the concerns elaboratedbelow. In my studio
practice I have moved from building relatively simple
machines to including increasingly sophisticated analogue
and digital electronics. At first the modes of interaction
were relatively simple switch systems, but by the mid1980s they had become complex, with the use of hardware
logic for sensor data collection, process timing, and output
control. At that point I became awareof three things. First,
the most time-consumingpart of the work (the control circuitry)was invisible to the viewer. Second, the functioning
of this control system was far beyond the sensory range of
humans, in both temporal and spatial scale (operating at
megahertz speeds performing millions of operations per
second using componentsmeasuredin nanometers).Third,
even if the substrates of the chips were rendered visible,
the actual events-movements of electrons-are inherently invisible to the human eye. These realizations brought
on somethingof a crisis, throwinginto high relief my previously more or less unquestioned aesthetic which was
informed by modernist precepts such as "truthto materi-

als" and late-modernist sculptural formalism. These precepts had led me to build work in which the functioning of
the work was open to full investigation and could be visually "understood."I realized that this was all very well for
cogs and chains and even switches, but impossible and
irrelevant in the realm of the electronic. This led to the
realizationthat aesthetic decision making in the electronic
must necessarily forgo the comfort of an "authenticity"
based on materials and methods: a quintessentially postmodernrealization.
The productionand consumptionof the fine arts, particularly the spatial arts, fromdance to sculpture and all in
between, are inherently bodily processes, combining
vision with somatosensorymodes of knowledge. The electronic, digital, informatic realms, on the other hand, are
inherently abstract. Not only is the informational substance ephemeralized (digital data or the movement of
electrical charges), but so is the mode of comprehension:
abstract diagram or keyboard and monitor are modes that
exclude the bodily ways of knowing. There is then a crisis
at the heart of the much touted "convergence"of the arts
and digital media. The elaborationof this crisis is the subject of this paper.
These are crucial issues for those of us who engage
technological tools for artistic purposes. As electronic
media artists we depend on the products of the discipline
of engineering to make our work. Every day we come to
new reconciliations between our artistic goals and methods
and the requirements and restrictions of the machines we
work with. With a little critical distance, we can see that
we are reshaping artistic practice to suit a new set of tools.
These tools enforce a very different working environment
from that of traditionalpractice.

But he neglects to observe just how similar this idea is to
"goingto heaven."4The Australianperformanceartist Stelarc has argued for the need to hollow out and dry out the
body, to develop synthetic skin, and generally to reengineer the body to make it amenable to a symbiotic union of
technology and biology.5
Where and when did the desire to transcendthe body
become identified with "technology"?What are the implications of this identification of artistic practice with technological tools? The engineering worldview perpetuates
Cartesian dualism. The power of the computer in our culture, simultaneously economic and discursive, has made
this idea newly currentin popular discourse, althoughit is
philosophically anachronistic.
Parts of the ensuing discussion might be found to be
affrontingto engineers; my critique is levied not at persons
but at the accumulated and often implicit ideology of engineering, an ideology with which we are all inoculated. Like
many others in the West, I have internalized the scientific
method and the engineering worldview and I take part in
the practice every day. What I aim to question is the limits
of usefulness of its ideology.6

The EngineeringWorldview
Although science and engineering do not combine to form
a homogeneous entity, there are core ideas uniting the scientific method, the logic of industrial production,and capitalism. The first of these ideas, reductivism, allows that
phenomena can be usefully studied in isolation from their
contexts. This in turn allows that a holistic system can be
rationalized into chosen vectors, vectors that maximize
productive output, and hence profit,with respect to input:
materials,energy,money,and labor.This way of thinking is
an "article of faith" for Westernculture for very pragmatic
reasons: the instrumentalizationof this method has led to
Transcendingthe Bodyvia Technology
"I don't share your nostalgia for the body." So spake an industrialization,hence to wealth and power in the modern
attendee at Ars Electronica 1995.2 The notion that the period. The privileging of scientific discourses in our culbody is "obsolete" has inexplicably become particularly ture is entirely due to this wealth-generatingpower. Noah
fashionable in cybercultural circles. This desire to tran- Kennedy has argued:
scend the body via the technology of the day is to my mind
In a sense, the mechanical intelligenceprovidedby computnot only peculiar, but much less futuristic than contempoers is the quintessential phenomenon of capitalism. To
rary adherents would imagine. The privileging of "mind"
human judgment with mechanical judgment-to
over "body,"the abstractover the concrete, is a strongcon- replace
record and codify the logic by which the rational, profit
tinuous thread in Westernphilosophy,from ChristianNeomaximizing decisions are made-manifests the processthat
platonism to Descartes and beyond. I have previously
the rationalization and mechaobserved that when William Gibson's cyberpunks pro- distinguishes capitalism:
nization of productiveprocessesin the pursuit of profit ...
claimed that "the body is meat" they neglected to notice
The modernworld has reacheda point whereindustrializathat their desire for transcendence of the flesh was by no
tion is beingpointed squarelyat the human intellect.7
means a novel notion. It is perhaps the most consistent and
continuous idea in Western philosophy.3 The roboticist These ideas are hallmarks of a nineteenth- and (early)Hans Moravechas envisioned a future in which we upload twentieth-century scientized approach to the world: that
our consciousnesses into galactic gas cloud digital data- mind is separablefrombody;that it is possible to observe a
banks and live as immortal disembodied digital entities. system withoutthat observation'saffecting the system; that
ART JOURNAL
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it is possible to understand a system by reducing it to its
components and studying these components in isolation
(thatthe whole is no morethan the sum of its parts);that the
behaviorof complex systems can be predicted.When these
ideas are instrumentalized, they become the ideology of
efficient production,what I call the engineeringworldview.
The values that characterizenineteenth-centuryengineering ideology find their purest expression in the digital computer. And if the pinnacle of engineering is the computer,
then the pinnacle of that pinnacle is artificialintelligence.
In the sixties, the perceived failure of the cybernetic
approachof modeling organic systems such as reflexes and
neural networksled to the explorationof automatedlogical
3
systems. The early triumphsof artificial intelligence such
as Newell and Simon'sGeneral ProblemSolver found their
success in rigorously confined logical domains, but difficulties arose when attemptswere made to generalize these
systems to deal with "real-world"problems that have no
such bounded domains. Newell and Simon'sGeneral Problem Solver stunned the mathematicalworldby producinga
proof for a previously unproven theorem in Russell and
Whitehead's Principia Mathematica. Computersexcelled
at logically complex but boundedproblemssuch as playing
chess, but they were unable to deal with day-to-day tasks
such as crossing the road. It became clear that abstract
logical reasoning was easy to automate, in comparison to
the underlying substrate of learning we call "common
sense," a type of "intelligence" ignored or unacknowledged by the AI communityat the time. I would argue that
abstract logical reasoning is easy to automatebecause the
discipline of engineering and hence the structure of the
computerhas its roots in such reasoning. They are isomorphic: like knows like.
Typically,when AI techniques were applied to problems of robot navigation, data were gathered by sensors,
and an internal map of the environment of the robot was
generated, over which a path was planned. Instructions
were then sent to the outputdevices. As the robotproceeded down this path, the environmentwas remeasured, the
position plotted on the map, and the map corrected if necessary. This method, knownas the top-downparadigm,has
its roots in Enlightenmentabstraction:the "map"is a pure,
true, abstract representation,from which decisions about
the world are made without recourse to the world. In practice such systems were very slow. It was observed that a
cockroachwas better at crossing a roadthan the most powerful computer!Rodney Brooks observed that cockroaches
FALL 1997

do not "map"and iconoclastically proposedthat AI should
stand for Artificial Insects. This kind of thinking led to a
range of new studies variously known as: bottom-uprobotics, alternativeAI, complexitytheory,artificiallife, genetic
algorithms, studies of stigmurgy and distributed systems,
as well as a new generationof research in neural nets.
The top-downparadigmwith its centralizationof control inherently perpetuates panoptic models. Furthermore,
it exactly replicates and reinforces very traditional
dualisms of master and slave, general and soldiers, boss
and workers,and more abstractlynature and culture, body
and mind, form and content, and hardwareand software.
Bottom-uptheories, on the other hand, seem to oppose vertical authoritarianpower structuresand endorse horizontal
and rhizomaticpowerstructures.This is not to say that new
research of the bottom-upcamp avoids philosophical pitfalls. A basic premise of artificiallife, at least in the words
of one of its majorproponents,ChristopherLangton,is the
possibility of separation of the "informationalcontent" of
life from its "materialsubstrate."This position is as much
premised on the hardware/softwaredichotomyof computer
science as was Watsonand Crick's model of DNA. In the
1960s, Watsonand Crickexplicitly described DNA in computerterms as the genetic "code,"comparingthe egg cell to
a computer tape. Though this is still the dominant paradigm, there is a trend away from reductive and dualistic
thinking occurringat every (biological) level. New embryological researchindicates that the self-organizingbehavior
of large molecules provides (at least) a structuralarmature
on which the DNA can do its work. That is, some of the
"information"necessary for reproductionand evolution is
not in the DNA but elsewhere, integratedinto the "material
substrate."Alvaro Morenoargues for a "deeply entangled"
relationship between explicit genetic informationand the
implicit self-organizingcapacity of organisms.8
Out of Engineering
Carolyn Marvin has documented the nineteenth-century
valorization of the discipline of engineering and the person

of the engineer. She quotes an essay entitled "The Mental
and MoralInfluence of an EngineeringTraining":
For some generations ... [correction of. . . natural depravity has been left to ministers, lawyers, editors, the mothers of
families, to anyone, infact, but the engineer; and this is where
society makes a mistake. The best correctorof human depravNo other man in the world has such
ity is the engineer....

sternand unceasingdiscipline,and so it comesabout that no foundationor groundbeyond its history of embodiment."14
other man is so safe a moral guide as the engineer,with his This rejection of the possibility of objectivity and simultaneous rejection of the stability of the cognizing subject,
passionfor the truthand hisfacultyfor thinkingstraight.9
arising from the sciences, resonates with the writings of
As the characterof the engineer became a model of virtue,
many feminist and poststructuralisttheorists.
so engineering itself came to have enormous discursive
I have heard specialists of all stripes talk of the mind
power in social and cultural realms. The incursion of the as "the human information processor" and of the mind
logic of engineering into social, cultural, and educational "applying algorithms" and "uploading programs."When
domains has continued unabated, as various authors,from asked
why the brain is thoughtof as a computer,a psycholTheodor Roszak to Manuel De Landa, have noted. Techogist and cognitive scientist responded: "We don't even
niques developed for industrial productionbecame "para- ask such questions anymore,we know that it is the case."
digmatic technology" (to use J. D. Bolter's term).0l When Such metaphors drift quickly into popular language. The
abstracted,they were applied as models and techniques for
danger exists not in the constructionof metaphorbut when
social control. Browsing a university course catalogue, I the
description is no longer understoodas metaphor.How
was stunned by its similarity to an industrial-parts cata- has this
metaphor become transmuted into fact? A
logue. This caused me to reflect on the rather industrial machine is designed that can process data, the concepts of
paradigmof liberal-arts education in the United States.11 hardware and software are invented, and various terms
The modern serial-processing computer can be such as
memory are borrowedfrom human experience to
thought of as an assembly line for digital data. In our time, describe behavior of the machine. These newly defined
the computerhas become a structuringmetaphor,the "pardescriptive terms are then folded back on human experiadigmatic technology"in a wide range of human activities, ence, redefining human behaviors in terms of mechanistic
including study of the human mind itself, throughcompu- models. It is ratherlike the drawingsin science textbooks
tationally inspired disciplines such as the style of cognitive of forty years ago, in which the digestive
system is depictscience called cognitivism.12In a recent commentary on ed as a
factoryfull of conveyorbelts and little men in overcognitive science, Francisco Varela, Evan Thompson, and alls with shovels.
Eleanor Rosch discuss the ubiquitouspresence of the comThis linguistic sleight of hand is endemic in computputer metaphor in cognitive science and the ensuing er science and serves no useful
purpose except to gamer
absence of the body as an object of concern or consideralarge research grants. Terms such as artificial intelligence
tion. They assert that cognitive science has come to an and
knowledge engineering make inflated claims for the
impasse owing to the inability of cognitive scientists to rec- techniques they describe. The case of
memoryis particuoncile the results of cognitive science research with their
larly poignant. In borrowing a term from human activity
own lived experience. They observe:
(and subsequently dropping the italics), computer scientists
have caused a lot of confusion, especially when the
[T]he central tool and guiding metaphorof cognitivism is
the digital computer... a computationis an operationper- computer paradigm was absorbed into humanistic discias noted above. Computer"memory"is a digital filformed or carried out on symbols, that is, on elements that plines,
cabinet. Human memoryis more than data storage; in
representwhat they standfor . . . cognitivismconsists in the ing
it can be arguedthat it is qualitatively a differentphefact,
hypothesisthat cognition, human cognition included, is the
nomenon.
The robotics researchers Kerstin Dautenhahn
manipulation of symbols after the fashion of the digital
and
Thomas
Christallerare attemptingto denaturalizethe
computer.In other words, cognition is mental representation: the mind is thought to operate by manipulating sym- computer-science notion of memory by drawing on phebols that representfeatures of the world or represent the nomenologicalunderstandings.15They note: "[T]hereis no
memorybut the process of remembering .... Memoriesdo
world as being a certain way.13
not consist of static items which are stored and retrieved
The authorspropose an alternativeapproachto the study of but they result out of a constructionprocess ... The body
cognition that they call enaction, which conceives cogni- is the point of reference for all rememberingevents. ... 16
tion as an ongoing self-organizing and groundless lived Body, time and the concept of self are stronglyrelated."17
Because of the power of the computeras the paradigprocess, based on the idea that "cognitionhas no ultimate
ART JOURNAL
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matic technology in our culture, explanation of human
capability in mechanistic terms subjects people to measurement in terms of machine capability; this causes the
elision of aspects of personhood that are not functions of
the machine. If the measures and definitions for human
faculties are modeled on the computer,and the computeris
an embodimentof a value system predicated on industrial
methods of production, profit, and control via the techniques of efficiency, optimization,and rationalization,then
the person has been successfully reduced to an entity only
assessable within these criteria: her worth is determined
by her productivity,her worthis purely economic. The history of the encroachmentof mechanistic logic on the social
and cultural realm begins perhaps with the application of
machine-divided time to the social order. The moment
when it became "normal"to divide time into parcels with
assigned tasks was the beginning of time and motion studies and "humanfactors"engineering.18
To differing degrees, we internalize and subject ourselves to the regime of the engineering worldview.We are
socialized to divide our days and years into units of time
for specific tasks. I measure myself in terms of tasks
achieved per unit time. I subject myself to a rigorousdiscipline of efficiency and optimization.
CleverMeat
I want to argue now for a seemingly absurd proposition:
that "mind" does not exist, that "mind" is nothing but a
linguistic construction, a concept. The assumption of the
existence of something called "mind"has led to the building of an entire conceptual and linguistic edifice. To argue
for the nonexistence of mind is an elusive task, not
because mind does exist, but because the mind/body split
is fully installed in our language. It is difficult even to
discuss this issue without resorting to concatenated
neologisms such as the "lived body," "mind/body,"
"think/know,"or "being in the world." The necessity for
such concatenationsdemonstratesprecisely how the terms
mind, body, and so forth are entirely inscribed within, and
instantly imply, a specific argument.
We should privilege neither the mind nor the body.
This would be to perpetuate a dualistic model. To argue
against dualism, to propose alteration to the hierarchical
relationship of mind and body, creates a philosophical
impasse. It is nigh impossible in Westernphilosophicaldiscourse to discuss "being"in a way that does not assume this
duality and hierarchy,because the dominantstreamsof that
FALL 1997

discourse are predicated on dualism and privilege the
abstractand transcendentover the embodied and concrete.
Long before the era of Europeantransoceanic exploration, Polynesians in wooden canoes were successfully
navigatingvast distances between the tiny islands that dot
the Pacific. It is said that they could sense, by the effect of
the ocean swell on their canoes and hence on their bodies,
the location of islands over the horizon.This is not the kind
of thinking valorized in the Westernintellectual tradition,
this was not calculation or deduction, they certainly had no
sextant, compass, or chronometer. It is a kind of intelligence inseparable from the body. Hubert Dreyfus argued
many years ago that the fault at the root of what he called
"Good Old Fashioned Artificial Intelligence" is that we
understand the world by virtue of having bodies and a
machine without a body would never understandthe world
the way we do.19 If Dreyfus maintained that we have a
human mind by virtue of having a human body, I want to
argue more radically that any attempt to separate mind
from body is flawed and that the presumed location of the
mind in the brain is inaccurate.
Why do we believe that consciousness is located
exclusively in the brain, when, contrarily,we put so much
faith in "gutfeelings"? Why do we describe some responses as "visceral"?Why do ancient Indian yogic and Chinese
martialtraditionslocate the center of will in the belly? We
believe that we think with our brains, because we have
been taught that this is the case. What if we believed otherwise? How differentlywould we live our lives? I want in
all seriousness to argue that I "know"with my arms and
with my stomach. To maintain that the activity we call
"knowing"is isolated to a subsection of the body is folly.
Why am I pursuing this line of thought?Because first, the
redefinitionof human capability in terms of the computer
resoundingly reinforces the separation of mind and body.
And second, because dance, sculpture, painting, and the
variety of other fine and performingarts are premised on
bodily training, bodily knowledge that implicitly contradicts the mind/bodyduality.
It has been observed that in certain manualactivities
of high skill, such as playing the violin, the action is so fast
that the nerve signals could not travel up the arm, into the
spine and brain, and back again. Motor"decisions" have
been shown, not to pass throughthe brain, but to remain in
the limb. A neural closed circuit:the hand is "thinking"by
itself. Sten Grillnerhas proven,at least in the case of a simple fish, that the muscle coordinationthat results in loco-

motion arises, not in the brain proper, but entirely in the
spinal cord and the adjacent muscles. He notes: "Some
mammals (such as the common laboratory rat) can have
their entire forebrainexcised and are still able to walk, run
and even maintaintheir balance to some extent."20
Recent neurological research has shown that the
humanstomachis neurallyfar morecomplex than had been
supposed.21It is feasible that the stomachmight make some
decisions "by itself." If the stomach is thinking, then why
not the liver and the kidney? And if the armcan function as
a neural closed circuit, then perhapsthe organsare chatting
amongthemselves. This kind of bodily anarchyis antithetical to the conventional notion of the brain's "controlling"
the body and to the top-down model of panoptic control
commonto the engineering-inspireddisciplines.
Early in embryogenesis, a formation called the
"neural crest" splits. Half forms the brain and the spinal
cord. The other half becomes the nervous system of the gut.
It was presumed in medical science, under the strong
influence of Cartesianthought,that the gut, like the rest of
the body, was a kind of meat puppet, a slave of the master
brain. The model of the body "controlled"by the brain and
the model of an authoritarian state thus reinforce one
another. It transpires that the gut has over one hundred
million neurons (more than the spinal cord). The entire
intestine is sheathed in two concentric sleeves of neural
tissue, isolated with an equivalent of the blood/brainbarrier.22Just exactly what the gut is thinking we do not quite
know, but if the gut were wired to a PET scan machine, I
believe we would find that the gut partook in consciousness, or the neural activity fromwhich it arises.
The revelations of recent neurophysiology leave no
doubt that the multiple organs of the brain interpretsense
data, formulate concepts, and leave traces from which
memories are reconstructed, but this does not mean that
we must necessarily adopt a position in which the "body"
is separate, secondary, and subordinate to the "brain."
Antonio Damasio has argued that the conditions that we
consciously interpret as emotions, for instance, are generated in the body proper, and the brain actually has to
check to determine what emotion is currently being
"embodied."23Here Damasio reveals the degree to which
he (unconsciously?) adheres to the conventional wisdom:
to say "the brain interprets messages" is just one way of
conceptualizing the process, which puts the brain "in control."24Why could it not be: "the body tells the brain ... "?
The engineering worldview, via the computer as a

paradigmatic technology, perpetuates a dualistic model
with an explicit hierarchy.Reductivist mechanistic models
are, via the engineeringworldview,inappropriatelyapplied
to the bodies and lives of people. Contrarily,consciousness
(or what gives rise to it) is "emergent,"is a physiologically
distributed bodily thing, and arises from the interdependence of parts in a decentralized system. If this is the case,
then the basic premise of cognitivism-that the brain, consciousness, and so on can be understoodusing the analogy
of a computer-is flawed. To apply a mechanistic, reductive model to consciousness is to imply that consciousness
does not exist, because consciousness is not amenable to
reductive analysis.
Simulationand the Demise of Body-Knowledge
If all traces of humanitywere destroyed except for a computer shop, visiting Martianarchaeologistswould probably
determine that humans were monocularand had one hand
with twenty-ninedigits on it.25All the remainingbody senses and capabilities are irrelevantto the computerinterface.
The interface ignores ways of knowingthat are not compatible with it; the interfaceis a filter that rejects these aspects
of sentience. By defining intelligence in terms of the capabilities of the computer, the (bodily) intelligence, of the
painter, for instance, is lost. One of the least remarked
aspects of the computerrevolutionis the way that the developmentof softwaresimulationhas reduced a greatvarietyof
various bodily activities into one. This process, however,is
in many ways enabling:we can preparea publication,from
writingtext to typography,image placement, and page layout at the same desk. The downside of this process is that it
induces a bodily monoculture;it destroys cognitive diversity, the complex ecology of body-knowledge.To extend the
ecological/pharmacologicalmetaphor:In the same way that
pharmaceuticalcompanies have suddenly (and rathercynically) become conservationists, we may be killing off
diverse body-knowledges before we know what they are
good for.The Japanese habit of makinggreatcraftsmenand
artisans "living national treasures" may make more than
sentimentalsense.
The increase in simulation of bodily activities that
result in a depletion of the difficult-to-formalize "intelligences of the body" making up the traditional"skill-base"
(as opposed to knowledge-base)of the visual arts is a problem. The traditionalartistic skill-base is in dangerof being
"disappeared"in the race to total simulation. Previously,
one learned a set of bodily behaviors to use a machine
ART JOURNAL
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lathe, anotherset of activities to set type, anotherto paint a
picture, and another to write. All these activities are now
achieved by tapping a keyboard while staring at a video
screen at close range.26
When I teach a painting programto a student who is
an experienced painter, a large part of the meaning in the
simulated watercolormark is related to the physical experience of making such a markwith water-basedpigment in
a brush on paper. But if the student has never learned to
make such a mark,the meaning of the markis entirely different because it signifies no act. To put it anotherway: if
digital tools simulate analogue procedures, can the basic
concepts be understood without practice on such tools?
3 Does a chalk texture mean
anythingwithoutthe experience
of using chalk on paper?27
Not simply is the range of body-knowledge (bodyintelligence) being vastly limited (the body is being deskilled), but the process that links conceptualization to
physical realizationis destroyed. Manipulationof abstract,
symbolic quantities is premised on bodily, physiological
experience. Why do we call a high note "high"?Could it be
because when we sing a high note the physiological experience is in the head, as opposed to the throator chest? German psychologists have observed that children who cannot
walk backwardscannot subtract.MarkJohnsonargues:"In
considering abstract mathematical properties (such as
'equality of magnitudes')we sometimes forgetthe mundane
bases in experience which are both necessary for comprehending those abstractions and from which the abstractions have developed.... Balance, therefore,appears to be
the bodily basis of the mathematical notion of equivalence."28 As Dreyfus argued, we have a human mind by
virtue of having a human body. Here my argumenttakes an
ironic turn,for if balance implies two sides, then in its very
bilateralitythe body embodies dualism.
Amongyoung children, continuoususe of computers,
video games, and TV seems to impair the development of
basic common sense and motor skills. Certain German
insurance companies now sponsor summer schools in
which children are "taught"that open flame and red-hot
things can cause pain and burns, that you can fall off a
bicycle and it hurts, etc.29One assumes that the motivation
of these companies is not entirely philanthropic, that it
saves money to help children avoid simple accidents. This
erosion of commonsense by computeruse is a curious mirror of the common-sense problem that defined the limitations of artificial intelligence.30
FALL 1997

ProstheticBondageand MechanisticMimesis
Freedomand liberationare catch-phrasesof cyberrhetoric,
but what price do we pay for the liberty of the virtual?
Bondage of the physical!31 To make conquering strides
across cyberspace, we sit, neck cramped,arms locked, tapping a keyboard, our vision fixed on a small plane twenty
inches ahead. As the image becomes moremobile (VR), the
viewerbecomes less mobile. Held in a bondageof strapsand
cables, the question "Areyou a man or a mouse?"acquires
new meaning. In engaging the computeras an artistic tool,
the artist must consider the potential conflict of interests
between the value systems reified in the architectureof the
machine and the logic of the software,and the interests of
artistic practice. The very existence of artisticpractice with
the computermust be seen in the contextof these ideas as a
kind of intervention,which brings into question issues such
as those I have been discussing: the conflict of worldviews
inherentin digital art practice, the demise of bodily knowledge, and relatedmatters.
Digital media artists are continually reminded of the
fact that when making digital artworkswe are building virtual machines. Any machine (soft or hard)is a mechanistic
approximationof a narrowand codified aspect of human
behavior. On a day-to-daylevel, the task that confrontsus
is how to shoehornthe kind of cognitive fluiditywe enjoy in
our interactionwith the world into the proscribed and proscriptive language of the machine. This dilemma is no different whether writing code or building a washing
machine. The computer is as pedantic and rule-bound as
any other mechanical contrivance. Tasks that are simple
and open to variation for a person must be specified and
constrainedwhen embodied in a machine.
All machines are contrived accordingto mechanistic
codifications of specific task domains which optimize a
particularfunction. A chainsaw cuts wood fast, but is useless for anything else. Cognitive prosthetics such as robot
vision systems, unlike human vision, are, to a greater or
lesser extent, task specific. Computerprogramsare virtual
machines; indeed they are sometimes referred to as
"engines" in the computer science community.The same
compartmentalizingreductive process is at work. Such a
method can never reproduce the holism of body experience; it will remain an accumulationof parts. By contrast,
certain human activities, among them the production and
consumptionof art, integratehumanfaculties in a way that
resists reductive compartmentalization.32
Machines, hard or soft, are codifications of solutions

to problems. Often the sorts of problems artists deal with
are as yet uncodified, or are uncodifiable. I heard an architect observe that although CAD systems allow architectural design projects to be completed more quickly, they
reduce the possible range of variation. The same may be
said of any softwarepackage. Softwarecontains packaged
solutions to predefined problems. The designer of the
package deems which particularproblemswill be supplied
with packaged solutions. These choices may be made
because certain processes are computationallyeasy, rather
than because they fulfill the actual needs of artists. The
degree to which these chosen solutions and problems are
useful to artists is entirely dependent on the degree to
which the designer of the package understands artistic
generative process. Even then, use of such packages presumes that artistic process can be defined and reduced to
deductive problem-solvingprocedures.
In 1990 MarvinMinsky made some remarksthat for
me epitomizethis dilemma:he proposedthat we should "go
beyond these VR instrumentsand implanta little computer
in the brain and send signals back and forthfrom it, which
wouldgive us the abilityto extendourmotivationand the signals inside ourselvesto cause thingsto happenin the outside
world."Althoughthis sentimentis a familiarone in technological discourse, it is nonetheless peculiar. I thought that
was why we have arms and legs and eyes and ears. Minsky
went on to say of this implantidea: "Maybemost of us who
are not artists could be artists if we could express our subconscious wants."33In this expostulation,Minsky simplistically conflates the surrealists' aestheticization of the
subconsciouswith the engineeringinspireddualistic project
of the rationalizationof the body.It is interestingto learnfrom
him that art makingis simply a matterof subconsciousselfexpression, like some sort of mucous secretion, withoutthe
interventionof either skill or intellect. Seemingly(according
to the perspective of traditional artificial intelligence) the
complex bodily practices and sensibilities that define art
practicecan be easily dismissed as insignificantmotorskills,
"hardware problems." Our "subconscious wants," once
encoded as digital data, could be realizedby some mechanical prosthetic,and this, accordingto Minsky,wouldresult in
art! (I doubt if Minsky would allow that a similar implant
wouldenable us to be artificialintelligence experts.)
Conclusion:NegotiatingEngineeringand Art
Simplistic rhetoric and obfuscating arguments regarding
computersand artistic practice abound in computerindus-

try and cyberculturalcircles. What I hope to have achieved
in this paper is to make complex some of that oversimplification by introducingtheoreticaland historical arguments.
The digital computeris constituted by the ideology of
the discipline from which it arose. This ideology, which I
call the engineering worldview,is quintessentially reductive and deterministic. Through engineering and related
disciplines, this ideology has been consistently and inappropriatelyapplied to the bodies and lives of people. Characteristics of this ideology include the reification of a
hierarchical and dualistic relation of mind and body and
the insistent imposition of mechanistic models on nonmechanistic scenarios.
Use of the digital computerin artpracticeand artpedagogy now slams this ideology into artistic methodologies,
which had previouslymaintainedan immunityto thatway of
relatingto the world.Artistic skills and methodsare distributed bodily phenomena and inherently refute reductive
approachesto questions of intelligence and consciousness.
The use of computersin artpracticeis not a convergencebut
a battleground.Artworkingbecomes ephemeralizedand the
connectionto bodily action is broken.34
The computerembodies the value system of the engineering worldviewand the computeris powerfullyeffective
at promulgating those values across culture. Meantime
basic premises of the scientific method and the engineering worldview are being challenged from many quarters.
If the traditionalintelligences of artistic practice are worth
preserving, artists must develop a sophisticated understanding of the nature of their practice with respect to digital tools.
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